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Abstract 

This paper is an edited version of the speech given upon being awarded the 2018 Stockholm Prize in Criminology. 
After a brief introduction, the paper describes the concept of problem-oriented policing (POP), first proposed in 1979. 
It goes on to assess the extent to which the police have adopted POP, and its current status. POP is, in the immedi-
ate sense, aimed at a reduction in the incidence or severity of the problem on which attention is focused, and, in the 
broader sense, at improving the fundamentals of policing in a democratic society. 
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Background
The award of the 2018 Stockholm Prize for Criminol-
ogy is significant for recognizing the progress in building 
stronger bridges between the fields of criminology and 
policing.

I welcome the new relationships that have been estab-
lished in recent years and will seek, in my comments, to 
highlight a few of the developments in problem-oriented 
policing (POP) that contribute to strengthening those 
relationships.1 It is a personal reflection of working in 
this field for over six decades.

By virtue of their sensitive function, the police are 
often in the limelight. That has been especially true in the 
United States in the past several years, where police have 
drawn intensive attention, often prompted by their use 
of deadly force; by charges of abuse and corruption; and 
by allegations of unequal treatment of people of color 
(President’s Task Force 2015). Such concerns raise deep 
issues that connect with the very fabric of our society: the 
relationship of government to its citizens; the use of coer-
cive force; and the dignity, rights and freedom of each 
citizen. These issues are of the utmost importance, and 
they properly evoke strong reactions about policing. But 
beneath them lie the foundational issues relating to how 
societies can best meet the unique needs for policing. 
Filling these needs is infinitely more complex than the 

general public commonly recognizes (Goldstein 1977). 
POP helps to meet these needs by working intensively 
in a very detailed and clinical way to improve the end 
products of policing, but simultaneously, by contributing, 
through that work, to refining the institution of polic-
ing itself. The ultimate goal is to equip officers working 
within a refined institution to be better equipped to meet 
the sensitive needs of a multi-cultural and democratic 
society.

The concept in brief
To move in this direction, I proposed a new paradigm 
for reforming the police (Goldstein 1979, 1990). I argued 
that—in seeking to improve policing—more attention be 
focused on the substance of policing—on the outcomes 
of police efforts to deal with the specific problems that 
comprise their business. I labeled the paradigm “POP”. It 
called for the police:

• To identify specific problems the public expected 
them to handle;

• To dig deeply into understanding each problem; and
• To think freshly and creatively about the best possi-

ble tailor-made response.
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As the police searched for that response, they were 
urged to place a high value:

• On preventive action;
• On responses that preferably do not depend wholly 

on the criminal justice system; and
• On alternatives that engaged the community, other 

public agencies, and members of the private sector 
having a direct interest in the problem.

The process then called for implementing the agreed-
upon response. And the final step called for a strong 
commitment to assessing the impact of that response, 
particularly for its effectiveness and fairness.

I hoped that each police agency would, because of the 
intensive effort involved, address just one or a few problems, 
but that their collective results—appropriately shared—
would benefit all, and ultimately contribute to a steadily 
growing body of knowledge to guide police practices and 
policies. The problems addressed soon began to accumu-
late: from curbing bullying in schools to restoring neigh-
borhoods; from controlling graffiti to reducing the financial 
frauds that harass the elderly; from lowering robberies at 
ATMs to addressing human trafficking; and from control-
ling panhandling to reducing deaths in accidents involving 
motorcycles. These cases reflect the extraordinary range of 
tasks police are called on to handle—and, correspondingly, 
the enormous challenge each one of them presents.

Problem‑oriented policing: Progress and current 
status
When such an idea is launched, it is extraordinarily dif-
ficult to track its diffusion, to measure its impact, or to 
gauge its overall effectiveness (see Leigh et  al. 1996, 
1998; Scott, 2000; Weisburd et  al. 2010). Predictably, 
many early initiatives reflected good intentions, but 
often lacked a fundamental understanding of the con-
cept (Braga and Weisburd 2006). As understanding has 
improved and other advancements have been made 
(such as computing, mapping and analysts’ training) the 
concept has spread, taking different forms, and moving 
in different directions. It has been implemented in other 
settings, such as in federal regulatory agencies (Sparrow 
2000) and in natural resource management (Sparrow 
2008). Some elements of the concept are reflected in the 
movements to establish problem-solving courts (see for 
e.g. Berman and Feinblatt 2005; Wolf 2007) and commu-
nity prosecution programs (see Coles and Kelling 1999; 
Dickey and McGarry 2005).

Initially, I did not adequately acknowledge the impor-
tance of having enough individuals with the appropriate 
research and assessment skills available to work with the 
police. This has been a major impediment in advancing 

the concept. In the earliest days, a number of different 
entities stepped in to fill the void. Police received the 
guidance of skilled researchers associated with the organ-
izations that promoted the experiments (Goldstein and 
Susmilch 1982; Eck and Spelman 1987). Several agencies 
established relationships with university-based research-
ers, some of which have endured to this day. Several 
agencies borrowed the analytical staff of the umbrella 
agencies of which they were a part. And in 2003, Ron 
Clarke and John Eck, with the support of the UCL Jill 
Dando Institute of Crime Science, helped enormously by 
publishing a manual on how to become a problem-solv-
ing analyst (Clarke and Eck 2003). The manual proved to 
be so popular, it has since been translated into seventeen 
other languages (see http://www.popce nter.org).

Since then, several new steps have been taken to help 
meet the need. Colleges are producing, and police agen-
cies are hiring, more analysts who are increasingly better 
equipped to engage in the necessary analysis. That does 
not guarantee they will be used for that purpose (Boba 
2003). Much depends on the priorities of management. 
But, as one indication of success, it is now common for 
those teams of problem-solvers, whose efforts rise to the 
top and draw international recognition, to have, among 
their members, someone well versed in rigorously ana-
lyzing problems and in assessing the impact of new 
responses applied to them.

Most encouraging has been the substantial expansion 
of programs in several departments of criminology to 
train students at both undergraduate and graduate level 
in analytical skills. This has gained further momentum 
with the development of evidence-based policing—with 
its emphasis on more rigorous evaluation of policing 
strategies and the use of scientific methods in the evalu-
ation of research for use in police practice (Sherman 
2015). With the mix of these new investments and vari-
ous approaches, we are on the way to establishing much 
stronger links among academic research, the training of 
students, the preparation of graduate students, and the 
maintenance of strong two-way relationships with ana-
lysts and practitioners in the field. Taken together, these 
connections will help to develop and refine the concept of 
POP and will help, more broadly, to elevate the thought-
processes that the police institution needs.

We recognized, early on, that if POP was to succeed, it 
was essential that an entity be created to collect and ana-
lyze the work done under this rubric, and to help guide 
agencies and individual officers in advancing their efforts. 
Those needs have been superbly met by the Center for 
POP, established in 2002. It has had the strong leadership 
of Michael Scott, a former police executive and now a 
university professor, and Ron Clarke and Graeme New-
man, both criminologists. The Center, now housed at 

http://www.popcenter.org
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Arizona State University, has, through its archival, ana-
lytical and dissemination roles, produced a wealth of 
material, easily accessible on the web and in printed form 
(see http://www.popce nter.org). Its many publications 
now include guides on responding to over 70 specific 
problems. It also serves as a repository for the submis-
sions to the annual International Goldstein Award for 
POP and the UK equivalent—the Tilley Award. Both 
schemes encourage entries from the police and similar 
agencies of problem solving projects, with the Goldstein 
Awards running from 1993.

Police officers of all ranks have direct access to this 
material, as do researchers, journalists, and community 
activists. Through its sponsorship of the annual POP con-
ference, the Center provides a highly-respected forum in 
which practitioners and researchers gather to share the 
results of their latest problem-solving—serving as a vehi-
cle for showcasing and steadily elevating the quality of 
work being done in the field.2

Despite these gains, I have grown accustomed to view-
ing successful efforts to implement POP—when carried 
out in all of its full dimensions—as episodic rather than 
systematic; as the results of relatively isolated cells of ini-
tiative, energy and competence. I view these pockets of 
achievement as exciting and pointing the way but sprin-
kled among a vast sea of police operations that remain 
traditional and familiar. So I feel the need, especially in 
the current climate in the United States, to guard against 
exaggerating what is being achieved in POP, especially 
when related to the magnitude of the still unmet needs 
in policing. But reenergized by the Stockholm award and 
its associated conference, I find my own confidence in the 
concept renewed, inspiring me to build on it and to focus 
on its potential for the future.

Advances beyond achieving better outcomes
I am especially encouraged by the number of success-
ful POP case studies leading to eliminating or reducing 
a variety of behavioral problems (see http://www.popce 
nter.org). They have appropriately focused on outcomes.

Given my career-long interests in the institution of 
policing, I thought it appropriate to draw attention to a 
different dimension of the body of work accomplished 
to date. As I have already noted, in formulating POP, I 
had hoped from the very outset that work on improv-
ing outcomes would be a vehicle for stimulating and 
facilitating changes in the institution of policing. It is 

an extraordinarily important goal. As the police institu-
tion is currently shaped, it frequently impedes innovative 
approaches in policing that seek to improve outcomes. I’d 
like to identify some indications that this goal of bringing 
about change in the institution is beginning to be real-
ized. It is a dimension of our work that is less frequently 
recognized.

In focusing on the institution, I emphasize I am not 
focusing on the actions of individual officers. Repeating 
a conclusion I reached years ago, the police institution, at 
least in the United States, is seriously flawed. A number 
of factors curtail its capacity to respond more fully and 
appropriately to the problems that the public expects it 
to handle. Its function is poorly defined. It is vulnerable 
to being burdened with additional responsibilities as the 
agency of last resort, operating 24 h a day and expected to 
respond to each call or message. It is poorly understood 
by the public. It is rarely provided the resources, author-
ity and skills required to fulfill the wide range of tasks 
expected of it. Consequently, it routinely over-promises.

As a result, police agencies and individual officers—
cultivating, as they understandably do, an aura of effi-
ciency, omnipotence and omnipresence—frequently 
fall victim to weaknesses inherent in the institution of 
which they are a part. I do not want to imply that these 
conditions are universal. But I invite you to reflect on the 
degree to which my observations have any relevance in 
your respective communities or countries.

Remedying this situation is obviously a slow process. 
Policing is a complex entity. But I believe we can identify 
some lines of progress emerging from work accomplished 
under the POP rubric that have enormous potential for 
refining and thereby strengthening the police institution. 
I’d like to describe four examples: (1) the move toward 
greater specificity in defining what it is police do; (2) the 
fuller engagement of police officers; (3) the development 
of new alternative strategies; and (4) the engagement of 
new entities in sharing the responsibility for public safety.

The specificity achieved by focusing on micro‑problems
Problem-oriented policing calls for singling out and 
defining, in highly specific terms, the piece of police busi-
ness on which they decide to focus. In doing so, the police 
working within the new model are helping to clarify the 
nature of the police function. The in-depth inquiry called 
for in exploring a problem can be arduous. The gradual 
acquisition of data and information alters and usually 
narrows the definition of the problem. Out of these stud-
ies, the descriptions that ultimately emerge tend to focus 
on a particular type of behavior, offender, victim, place, 
time period, or occasionally, a combination of these char-
acteristics—but each study has the great value of nar-
rowing the problem. An illustration of the blending of 

2 Editor’s note: A recent review of the Goldstein submissions from 1993 to 
2017 (Schnobrich-Davis et al. 2018) concluded that there has been ‘signifi-
cant progress in the development of problem-solving and its continuation 
as a practice within police agencies’ (page 12), with increased use of part-
ners in helping to deliver appropriate responses to crime and public safety 
problems.

http://www.popcenter.org
http://www.popcenter.org
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these typologies to achieve specificity would be defin-
ing a problem as follows: assaults outside bars in heavily 
patronized adult entertainment areas at closing times on 
weekends. Indeed, many POP initiatives over the years, 
including some of the Goldstein and Tilley Award win-
ners, addressed just this sort of specific problem and 
resulted in some creative solutions, among them the con-
trol of glasses and bottles used as weapons; the banning 
of promotions and discounts on alcohol; arrangements 
for more expeditious transit away from the premises to 
avoid the gathering of potentially contentious groups; 
and the staggering and expansion of closing hours (some 
examples include: Calgary Police Service 1994; Mersey-
side Police 2001; Isle of Man Constabulary 2005; Miami 
Police Department 2011; Lancashire Constabulary 2010, 
2013; Havering Community Safety Partnership 2015; 
Portland Police Bureau 2015).

The commitment to specificity requires and facilitates 
the police and others participating in a study of a discrete 
piece of police business to focus on the subtle differ-
ences between and among troubling forms of behavior—
to probe in greater depth. It narrows the task of finding 
appropriate responses. And it provides a tighter, more 
common focus around which the participants involved in 
an inquiry can collaborate and bond, generating support 
for the implementation of their conclusions.

Greater specificity serves several broader goals as well. 
It helps dispel the widespread practice of defining the 
police function in generic, global terms, such as “fight-
ing crime”, “maintaining law and order”, or “dealing with 
violence”. That practice is especially common in public 
debates about various forms of misbehavior in our com-
munities. The practice is of no use in channeling public 
discussion. And it is terribly misleading in its influence 
on applying resources to the problem, often resorting 
to the common response of simply assigning more per-
sonnel to the affected area. By using POP, the police are 
being more precise in labeling the problems they seek 
to address, thereby helping curb the public’s tendency 
to resort to distortions in describing them, and opening 
the opportunity for bringing more creative, longer-last-
ing and more effective responses to bear on the specific 
problem.

The move to greater specificity also makes clear that, 
contrary to widespread impressions, police do much 
more than deal with crime. The micro-problems to 
which the police turn their attention most frequently do 
not involve criminal conduct. That serves as a reminder 
that the police spend most of their time on such mat-
ters as caring for people who cannot care for themselves; 
expediting the movement of people and vehicles; resolv-
ing conflicts; and providing a sense of greater security 
(American Bar Association 1980). Committed to using 

their new analytical framework, police apply it to all the 
problems that arise in these other areas in the same man-
ner and with the same potential as they do in addressing 
problems that are defined as crimes.

The move to greater specificity helps to make clear that 
while “law enforcement” is commonly used as a synonym 
for policing, that usage of the term is misleading. Its use 
often leads to a great deal of confusion. “Law enforce-
ment” is better understood as one of the means—albeit 
an especially important means—for responding to some 
of the problems with which the police must deal. It is not 
one of those problems. By not equating policing to law 
enforcement, the new paradigm helps place law enforce-
ment in a more appropriate, less dominant perspec-
tive, thereby helping to clarify the nature of the police 
function.

The engagement of rank‑and file
A second example of the potential for far-reaching insti-
tutional change brought about by POP relates to the 
engagement in the process—in the identification of prob-
lems, their study and the exploration of solutions—of 
officers at the lower levels in the police hierarchy (often 
referred to as the rank-and-file or as line officers). They 
have tended, largely by self-selection, to be officers who 
have an above-average understanding of the complex 
role of the police and a strong commitment to achieving 
equality, fairness and effectiveness in addressing prob-
lems. Their enthusiasm and leadership have not only pro-
duced results of great benefit to the recipients of police 
service, but have increased the job satisfaction of police 
officers and have benefited the institution of which they 
are a part.

Line officers can bring an enormous amount of unique 
experience and insight to rethinking how a problem 
is handled—drawn directly from their familiarity with 
how the problem manifests itself on the streets and in 
the homes on their beats. They are often in closer touch 
with the sentiments, perspectives, and resources of the 
communities being policed than are their superior offic-
ers. With the right kind of management support, they 
can often contribute new ideas for handling recurrent 
problems.

Locked into a semi-military-type organization that 
often discourages initiative, many of these officers have 
been frustrated by not having the freedom to deal with 
recurring problems, and to voice constructive ideas for 
dealing more effectively with them. They are commonly 
energized and empowered by their new opportunities—
especially if a project to which they have contributed 
mitigates a long-standing problem. I’ve heard officers 
working in a problem-oriented mode proclaim that their 
experiences have been the highlights of their careers. 
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Others have felt elated on being honored for their initia-
tive and creativity by their agencies.

The most skilled of line officers attracted to engaging 
in POP have demonstrated a strong ability to collect data 
and to help refine and test the validity of their knowledge. 
Their greater involvement has increased their potential 
to contribute significantly to advancing the larger move 
to professionalizing the police. At POP conferences, for 
example, they become deeply immersed in discussing 
issues relating to the effectiveness and fairness of alter-
native methods for improving the police response to the 
common problems on which presentations are made.

This level of performance strongly challenges stereo-
types and misconceptions about the role, characteris-
tics and abilities of police officers. Despite all of the talk 
about the “police culture” (Manning and Van Maanen 
1978), individual police officers are actually a very diverse 
lot. They differ widely in their personalities, their com-
mitment, their perceptions of their job, and within recent 
decades, their levels of educational achievement. If we 
view POP as a novel approach to policing, we can see it 
as the vehicle that affords interested, talented and sophis-
ticated officers the opportunity to broaden their skills, 
and it encourages their agencies to take advantage of 
their commitment and mental prowess.

Greater engagement of rank-and-file also chal-
lenges the common perception that police officers are 
automatons of sorts, empowered to enforce the law in 
a ministerial manner, but precluded from engaging in 
any considerations as to how the police are otherwise 
expected to act. Police officers must inevitably exercise 
discretion (Goldstein 1963; Davis 1975). Progressive 
agencies seek to equip their officers to use their discre-
tion, and, at the same time, to help guide it to assure that 
their officers are operating within appropriate bounds. 
Their involvement with problem-solving is not only 
compatible with recognizing their more complex role, 
it helps groom officers to exercise their discretion in a 
responsible manner.

The fuller use of a broader range of alternatives
I’m especially encouraged by this third example of how 
POP contributes to strengthening the institution of polic-
ing. It has to do with efforts to seek out and implement 
new ways in which to respond to old problems. Police 
continue to suffer from the vestiges of an era in which 
they depended heavily on the criminal justice system as 
the primary vehicle for getting their job done. Much pro-
gress has been made in the past 50  years in developing 
a wide range of alternatives to enforcement, and much 
more attention is being given to prevention. But new 
challenges have arisen and, given the diverse problems 
police must handle, too many gaps remain.

Problem-oriented policing calls for breathing new 
momentum into this movement; to openly and aggres-
sively develop a fuller range of alternatives specifically 
responsive to each problem (Goldstein 1990, pp. 102–
147). To the degree that police have turned to adopting 
preventive measures, they have, somewhat belatedly, 
turned to using the vast accumulation of research con-
ducted by criminologists over the years that has great 
relevance to their work. I know better than to attempt 
to cite specific examples in that regard but I am com-
pelled to make one exception. Drawn together by some 
overlaps in our work on situational crime prevention and 
POP, I had the good fortune to have collaborated with 
Ron Clarke in exploring the relationships between the 
two concepts in a project we conducted over a period of 
2  years in cooperation with the Charlotte-Mecklenburg 
Police Department. It has pleased me that Ron’s work on 
situational crime prevention—and the work of the many 
other environmental criminologists with whom I’ve had 
the pleasure of working over the years—is now being 
routinely employed by officers working in a problem-
oriented mode in fashioning their new responses to the 
problems on which they are focusing (Clarke and Gold-
stein 2002, 2003; see also Scott and Goldstein 2012).

Indeed, POP now gains much of its strength from 
drawing on such research. Thus, in one recent example, 
officers engaged in a project in Cincinnati, Ohio were 
persuaded by their own analysis and research that envi-
ronmental conditions in an area of less than four city 
blocks were significant contributors to the gun violence 
occurring in the area (Cincinnati Police Department 
2017). As a result, they took such varied actions as revis-
ing on-street parking restrictions, augmenting lighting, 
demolishing some properties, establishing a new recrea-
tional facility, and organizing the residents. This initiative 
was informed by criminological research on the linkages 
between criminal behaviors and the places around which 
they occur.

In citing these novel approaches, it is important to 
acknowledge that use of the criminal justice system has 
not been abandoned. Some problem-oriented projects 
reflect a blend of ties to criminological research, new 
initiatives, and the incorporation of some continued 
dependence on the system. The best example is also 
the most replicated POP project—initiated by David 
Kennedy, Anthony Braga, and their associates, work-
ing with the Boston police in the late 1990s (Braga 
et al. 2001). In contrast with the recent Cincinnati pro-
ject, it focuses on offenders more directly, rather than 
the places around which their offending occurs. Con-
centrating initially on those engaged in gang violence, 
the approach has been expanded to seeking to deter a 
broader range of high-risk individuals. Now commonly 
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referred to as focused deterrence, the replicated pro-
jects depend heavily on trying to help such individu-
als address troublesome life issues—such as substance 
abuse or lack of employable skills so that they might 
live lives free of criminal involvement. But the project 
continues to make use of the criminal justice system as 
a source of leverage (Kennedy 2008).

Regarding less serious offenders, and a broad range of 
common problems, the development of new responses 
has been fueled by the growing awareness of the limita-
tions of the criminal justice system. Concerns are being 
increasingly expressed about its high costs, its limited 
value in achieving its objectives, and indications that 
it has become dysfunctional (Klingele et  al. 2010). It is 
also severely criticized for having a disparate impact 
on minorities. This creates a new sense of urgency for 
designing an increased number of alternatives—for 
developing a better alignment between what is expected 
of the police and the means by which the police can meet 
those expectations.

Given the often stressful conditions under which 
the police currently operate, if a police officer, in cur-
rent practice, is without an appropriate means for deal-
ing with a problem, he or she must create an alternative. 
Individual police officers and their agencies have become 
very creative and effective at filling this need and often, 
much good is accomplished. But the circumstances are 
frequently more challenging and ambiguous. When 
that occurs, police are sometimes drawn to engaging in 
practices that are improper or clearly illegal. They may 
resort, for example, to making an arrest for some minor 
offense when an arrest would otherwise not be made; or 
make use of a delicate form of authority or strategy, such 
as stopping and frisking, in a questionable manner. Such 
improvisations have the potential for escalating a situa-
tion, resulting in a confrontation, and, as a result, increas-
ing the potential for the need to use some degree of force.

These consequences arise to a much higher level of con-
cern when the improvisations of individual officers are 
adopted as agency-wide practice and, most acutely, when 
they have a disparate and discriminatory impact on seg-
ments of the community. That, for example, has happened 
in the widespread misuse of stopping and questioning (La 
Vigne et al. 2014). By checking the alignment of current 
tasks and the means for dealing with them, POP can be an 
effective diagnostic tool for not only identifying practices 
gone awry, but for creating suitable alternatives.

Engaging segments of the private sector to assume 
increased responsibility for public safety problems
The fourth and final example I want to cite has enor-
mous potential for redefining the function of the police. 
Studies conducted under POP are increasingly finding 

that another entity—in the private sector or in govern-
ment—is able to reduce the magnitude of the problem, or 
even prevent it from occurring in the first instance. These 
findings mirror—and draw heavily upon—the accumu-
lated research of criminologists, ranging from work on 
preventing crime through environmental design (Zahm 
2007); the redesign of products in ways that prevent 
crime (Clarke and Newman 2005); and altering the man-
agement of places (Braga and Weisburd 2010).

Regarding the latter, for example, by adopting POP 
the police have intensified their efforts to work with 
landlords, merchants, motel owners, pharmacists, and 
school personnel—enlisting them in efforts to prevent 
problems arising on their premises. They use a vari-
ety of graded strategies, from seeking cooperation, to 
education, to persuasion. And if these somewhat subtle 
strategies fail, they resort, with appropriate evidentiary 
support, to using more coercive measures that are within 
their authority. For example, they may withdraw services, 
institute a charge for services, persuade legislators to 
enact regulations, or, in some instances, join with others 
in bringing a civil action.

We often refer to this process as the “shifting and shar-
ing of responsibility for public safety.” (Scott and Gold-
stein 2005). Now established as a routine strategy in the 
problem-oriented model, its use in a pro-active manner 
constitutes a fundamental change over past practices. The 
adoption of this approach has been emboldened in part by 
the new commitment, inherent in the model, to gathering 
data and the theoretical basis that supports their actions. 
Placed in a larger framework, these efforts hold the poten-
tial for contributing to a more rational approach to dis-
tributing the responsibility for public safety.

Complexities arise when, exhausting these strategies, 
police are left without the necessary support to press fur-
ther; when economic or political interests put a ceiling 
on how far police can go in advocating for what may be, 
from the standpoint of the community and the police, a 
more sensible and equitable assumption of responsibili-
ties. One of the most common current examples in the 
United States is in efforts by police, using the results of a 
substantial body of criminological research, to persuade 
merchants to alter their merchandising practices so as to 
minimize retail theft. Merchants frequently resist such 
suggestions, tethering police to arresting alleged offend-
ers and processing them through the criminal justice sys-
tem. This is at great financial cost to the police and the 
system, with questionable effectiveness in solving the 
problem and with sometimes disproportionate conse-
quences for the alleged offenders and for the totality of 
the police function (Clarke and Petrossian 2012).

Problem-oriented policing has the potential for helping 
to address such complex situations. An in-depth study of 
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a problem leads to more open examination. It gives the 
police a strong capacity to inform the situation through 
the collection and analysis of relevant carefully gathered 
data. It motivates and equips police leadership to take a 
more active, vocal role. It engages the community that 
ideally is a part of the study. Explorations of this nature 
are helped if the police bring to the table a strong commit-
ment to acting as the representative of community inter-
ests, and also bring a reputation for being even-handed in 
exploring alternatives and in advancing new proposals.

The reluctance in the past of police leadership to 
press harder for a resolution of some of these stand-offs 
appears, in part, to stem from a sense that it is not their 
prerogative to do so. They may also feel that the politi-
cal pressures against their doing so are too strong. But 
recently, some progressive police leaders have commend-
ably taken a more aggressive stance—though in radically 
different contexts. In intra-governmental relations in 
the United States, a number of police chiefs are actively 
resisting pressures originating at the federal level to 
engage local police in the enforcement of federal immi-
gration laws (Police Executive Research Forum 2012). 
The police have expressed concern not only for humani-
tarian reasons, but because their proposed involvement 
adversely affects their capacity to relate to immigrants 
and those who identify with and support them. Regard-
ing the opioid epidemic, the leadership of American 
police appears to be of one mind in aggressively press-
ing the medical and pharmaceutical industries to tighten 
their control of addictive drugs. They are understandably 
concerned about the large number of lives lost, but police 
leadership is also concerned about the demand on their 
overtaxed resources (Police Executive Research Forum 
2017). This new assertiveness is a welcome development.

It would be extraordinarily helpful if POP eventually 
leads, in the United States, to police leadership gradu-
ally moving to encourage and support research on some 
of the bigger problems they routinely handle—associ-
ated with alcohol, drugs, and especially firearms. And it 
would be helpful if leaders made use of the results of such 
research to recommend changes in public policies. Addi-
tionally, it would be useful, in the interests of perfecting 
the police institution, if the leadership of policing would 
more fully inform the public about the numerous ways 
in which these problems compound the complexity of 
policing. With the collection of data to which they have 
direct access, they are solidly equipped to do so.

Conclusion
I believe we have succeeded in establishing that POP 
is an effective means for channeling efforts toward 
improvement in policing. Integral to the concept is that 
such a focus on outcomes would, as a collateral benefit, 

bring about significant changes in the nature of the police 
institution. I have described a sampling of such changes 
that are materializing which I believe—along with other 
changes—if developed and multiplied—have the poten-
tial for bringing about much needed refinements. Having 
had this incentive to reflect anew on some of the accom-
plishments under POP, I see four major features inherent 
in the concept that are emerging with greater clarity and 
force.

The first is that POP is principled
The ultimate challenge in achieving effectiveness in the 
policing of a democracy is to do so within the constraints 
imposed on the use of police powers, but also in a man-
ner consistent with the values of a free society. I refer to 
values such as equal treatment under the law; maximum 
respect for the dignity of each citizen; minimum use of 
coercive force; and gaining the consent of the governed. 
Police are expected to not only support these values, but 
to reinforce and extend them. That is what makes polic-
ing in a democracy so complex—and so demanding. 
Concern for these values is built into all decision-making 
in POP.

The second is that POP is holistic
It is a vehicle for updating the many interrelated pieces 
of the vast, complex machinery of policing that need 
adjustment to support quality policing. The concept pro-
vides the framework for refining the institution of polic-
ing—its function, organization, staffing, training—and 
their policies and practices affecting their consumers, 
the citizenry. No single thrust alone—be it the education 
of police personnel, efforts to engage the community, or 
the creation of specialized units—can be depended on to 
meet the most critical needs of the field. Each element in 
policing is better fashioned if designed, in an integrated 
manner, around a common commitment to elevating the 
effectiveness and fairness of responding to the specific 
problems that constitute police business.

The third is that POP is built on being informed
At every point, in the development of the concept, 
emphasis is placed on the need for solid informa-
tion with which to support decision-making. POP 
challenges the simplistic characterizations of polic-
ing—the stereotypes, myths, and misunderstandings 
that have had an undue influence on so important 
and complex a function. In-depth studies are at the 
very core of addressing each problem. A high priority 
is attached to steadily increasing the quality of evalu-
ations and to drawing on research in related fields to 
guide police practice. Police are encouraged to become 
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as comfortable with the careful use of hard data, anal-
ysis, and accumulated research as they are with the 
requirement for precise use of evidence in investigating 
crimes. Ultimately, all of these efforts can help inform 
the many decisions and resolve the many conflicts that 
must be made in carrying out so complex an operation.

The fourth is that POP is a continuing process
The commitment to POP varies from time to time, and 
from place to place. But from among the many schemes 
for achieving reform in policing, it has survived and 
spread. And as a way of thought, elements of the con-
cept are beginning to permeate previously unaffected 
aspects of policing. It is now connected with related 
fields of study, such as criminology. It is still evolving. 
It continues to emerge as a sensible, methodical and 
integrated framework for achieving positive change. I 
believe it does have the potential to meet the ultimate 
objective—to better equip police officers to meet the 
complex and sensitive needs of a multi-cultural and 
democratic society.
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